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August 17, 2023 

For Immediate Release 

Firm Announcement: Benjamin L. Rundall and Colin Bradley join Zwillinger Wulkan as Senior 
Counsel 

Phoenix, Arizona 

OVERVIEW 

Zwillinger Wulkan is pleased to announce the addition of Benjamin L. Rundall and Colin 
Bradley to the firm. Benjamin and Colin are graduates of the Sandra Day O’Connor College of 
Law at Arizona State University and participated in the school’s Indian Legal Program. The 
attorneys bring years of litigation experience in Indian law to the firm in state, federal, and tribal 
courts. 

Given their vast experience and history of collaboration, Zwillinger Wulkan is excited to 
announce a new Indian Law practice group that will be headed by Benjamin and Colin. Together 
they will continue the firm’s tradition of providing exceptional litigation and legal support to 
clients. 

ABOUT ZWILLINGER WULKAN, MR. RUNDALL & MR. BRADLEY 

Zwillinger Wulkan focuses on complex litigation in state and federal courts across Arizona and 
the Southwestern United States. The firm’s office is in Phoenix, Arizona. Zwillinger Wulkan 
has provided a wide variety of legal services to individuals and closely held businesses. The firm 
has paralegals and law clerks who assist and help clients with almost all of their legal needs. 

Benjamin is the past chair of the Indian Legal Section for the State 
Bar of Arizona and has extensive experience advising, representing, 
and litigating on behalf of tribal entities. Benjamin has also 
successfully handled dozens of ICWA cases in Arizona state and 
tribal courts. Of note, Benjamin was one of the attorneys who 
helped draft the American Civil Liberties Union’s Amicus Brief to 
the Supreme Court of the United States in Brackeen v. Haaland, 
which supported upholding the Indian Child Welfare Act 
(“ICWA”).  
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Colin is an enrolled member of the Navajo Nation who has extensive 
experience with tribal entities and litigation. Before coming to Zwillinger 
Wulkan, Colin had a successful solo practice that specialized in Indian law 
and litigation. Prior to that, Colin worked for the Navajo Nation 
Department of Justice in the Litigation Unit where he represented the 
Navajo Nation in a wide variety of cases. Colin has argued before 
numerous tribal courts; and in state and federal court on issues related to 
Indian law. Last, Colin also regularly teaches continuing legal education 
courses on topics related to Indian law. 
 

 


